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RÉVIVE INTENSITÉ TRAVEL KIT 
 

 
 
Singapore, April 2012 - This essential, limited-edition kit features travel-sized versions 
of the best-selling products from the RéVive Intensité collection. Hand-selected by 
brand founder, Dr. Gregory Bays Brown, each product in the Intensité Travel Kit works 
to restore skin’s elasticity and firmness, leaving it with the legendary RéVive glow of 
youth.   
 
 
The RéVive Intensité Travel Kit Includes:  
 
CLEANSER CRÈME LUXE - 2.0 OZ/60 ML 
RéVive Cleanser Crème Luxe is an emollient cream cleanser that purifies the skin while 
delivering moisturizing benefits.  Its gentle formula removes makeup, leaving skin 
cleansed and hydrated for a youthful, glowing complexion. 
 
TONIQUE PRÉPARATIF - 2.0 OZ / 60 ML 
RéVive Tonique Preparatif removes residual cleanser and remaining impurities without 
drying the skin, creating a pure environment that allows RéVive products to work better 
and faster. 
 
INTENSITÉ LES YEUX - 0.5 FL OZ / 15 ML 
RéVive Intensité Les Yeux is a rejuvenating and hydrating eye cream that helps 
diminish the appearance of dark circles and puffiness and improve the look of firmness. 
 
INTENSITÉ CRÈME LUSTRE SPF 30 - 1.0 FL OZ / 30 ML 
RéVive Intensité Crème Lustre SPF 30 is an intensive firming SPF 30 moisturizer that 
increases skin elasticity and reduces the appearance of sagging skin. Antioxidants and 



        
SPF 30 help protect against the free radicals and UV rays that can lead to visible signs 
of aging. 
 
INTENSITÉ CRÈME LUSTRE - 1.0 OZ/30 ML 
RéVive Intensité Crème Lustre helps skin maintain its natural firmness while minimizing 
the appearance of fine lines. Skin is strengthened for a firmer, brighter look. 
 
 
SRP: $395 ($604 value) 
 
 
Available exclusively at  
SCCCUBE THE APOTHECARY 
Ngee Ann City #05-25  
T: 6738 4909 
www.sccube.com 
 
 
 
For further information or to schedule an interview with Dr. Gregory Bays Brown, please 

contact Cecilia Tan at Cecilia@publicistpr.com or 6220 6190 / 9835 1082. 


